WEST SHORE PARK

Get your splash on!

This “great lawn” provides fun, family-friendly opportunities and the Walter Sondheim Fountain. Can you connect the dots to finish the picture?
PIERCE’S PARK

Turn on your imagination!

This memory-making place features original sculptures, a musical fence, a living willow tunnel, native plants, and the famous horn sculpture. Can you find your way through the maze?

START

FINISH

WATERFRONT PARTNERSHIP
OF BALTIMORE
FLOATING WETLANDS
Discover native habitats!

Our floating wetlands were planted to provide a habitat for marine life, and also help to clean the water. How many animals can you find?
USS CONSTELLATION

Explore our history!

Board the United States Navy warship and learn about the past. Can you find what’s wrong in this picture?
MR. TRASH WHEEL

Keeping Our Harbor Clean

This water wheel combines old and new technology to harness the power of water and sunlight to collect litter and debris flowing down the Jones Falls River. Kids, ask your parents to help you find Mr. Trash Wheel at the Inner Harbor!